Report #254.  "ACCUSER OF THE BRETHEN"

This Sheet may accompany some BACK PAPERS merely sent to you as a Reminder that the Hoehn Research Library is still alive while some of its Enemies are very Dead. We are using an OLD LIST so this is just an Invitation to write to receive some important New Papers. In any case, WRITE to be kept on. Send us New Names.

Hoehn Research Library. Watsonville, GENTLEMEN: (San Jose), Cali, Please prayerfully read March 3, 1972. again...John 17...James 1:5.

In no way can we work for God while allied to the "ACCUSER OF THE BRETHEN." Jesus method in contrast is that "with loving kindness have I drawn thee." Jer.31:3. His prayer for UNITY of His followers was answered and Pentecost was the result.

"He that is not with Me is against Me; And he that gathereth not with Me, scattereth abroad." Matt. 12:30.

Preach Christ. His LOVE, and the Holy Spirit alone, can save and bring about the harvest. We pray for you.

Please send NO more folders to...Calif.

THE ADVENTIST HYPOCRITE.

It is only the stupid Adventist(EW 111,113, 119,247) that has so long heard the above, that he actually BELIEVES it! That he fails to know that EVERY Church from the CATHOLIC down - employs the very same Soft-Soap to his Saddle - as he Rides on Balaam's Ass.

I have never heard any Reformer reply to the above - but for the most part go Shame-facedly into Hiding. This Laodicean Lash has Whipped so many Black & Blue that all Count has been Lost.

I am about to Snatch that Whip out of this Whipper-Snapper's hand - and use it on him. For my Bible reads:

"...a rod is for the back of him that is void of Understanding." Prov. 10:13.

"...the mouth of the Foolish is near Destruction...a praring Fool shall fall... he that refuseth Reproof - erreth. He that hideth HATRED with LYING lips, and he that uttereth a Slander, is a FOOL...FOOLS die for want of WISDOM...DESTRUCTION shall be to the Workers of Iniquity." Prov.10:8-29.

"A Whip for the Horse, a Bridle for the Ass, and a Rod for the FOOL'S back... As a Dog returneth to his Vomit, so a FOOL returneth to his Folly...

"When he speaketh fair, BELIEVE HIM NOT: for there are 7 ABOMINATIONS in his Heart. Whose HATRED is COVERED by DECEIT, his WICKEDNESS shall be shewed before the whole Congregation..."

"He that blesseth his friend with a loud voice, rising early in the Morning, it shall be counted a CURSE to him..."

"They that forsake the LAW praise the WICKED: but such as KEEP the Law CONTEND with themm..."

"He that turneth away his ear from hearing the LAW, even his PRAYER shall be ABOMINATION...The FEAR of man bringeth a SNARE...There is a Generation that are PURE in their own eyes, and yet is NOT WASHED from their FILTHINESS." Prov. 26:11-2,25-8. 27:14. 28:4,9. 29:25. 30:12, 14...-20,

THE LAW came in 1844.
THE LAW against Medical malpractice.
THE LAW against POISON in FOOD, WATER, AIR.
THE LAW against EVANGELICALISM.
THE LAW against "I AM SAVED!" (Which is the Pious assertions of WHO the "BRETHEN" are! The Herd in your Fence - with your Brand on them! ACCUSE any one else - but don't "ACCUSE" them! THE MERCHANTS of BABYLON that deal in her Traffic in Souls and Poisons and Death. That Weep and Lament lest: "This our Traffic!" should come to an End. That go to the EVANGELICALS in "MISSION '72" - lest EVANGELICALISM should come to an End! The ENEMIES of the Third Angel's Message in 1844 - are now promoted - DRUGS & WAR-MONGERING & WHORE-MONGERING and all - to the Elevated Rank of your: "BRETHEN!" So the Call of your Letter is - "UNITE!" with them and thus thou shalt be Saved. "WE PRAY FOR YOU!" RESERVE your Prayers for YOURSELF - you will surely need them - ADVENTIST HYPOCRITE I am AFRAID if your Prayers - they did NOTHING for you - they will do NOTHING for me. I seek WISDOM. I desire KNOWLEDGE. I want to OVERCOME. Therefore I must Obey the Lord's Command: "GO YE OUT to meet Him!" - in this MIDNIGHT HOUR!)

NO DARKNESS - NO MIDNIGHT HOUR - NO ABOMINATIONS ??? On Top of being a FOOL - you are BLIND - as the TRUE WITNESS declares is the Condition of LAODICEA!
2-(#254 - FLYER.) THE THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE:
(1) EARLY VISIONS - 144,000 SEALED SAINTS.
(2) SEALING closes with a NUMBER. EW 279, 280.
(3) SEALED SAINTS are PHILADELPHIANS! WTF 14.
(4) SEALED SAINTS oppose DRUGS & POISONS.
(5) "BRETHEN" of Christ obey LAWS of God.
(6) "BRETHEN" of Christ show ABOMINATIONS.
(7) "BRETHEN" keep Sabbath. WTF 19. EW 33.
(8) "BRETHEN" unite on Truth. GC 45.
(9) "BRETHEN" condemn. T4:615, 200, 180, 173.
(10) "BRETHEN" know who the "BRETHEN" are.

FROOM'S MESSAGE:
(1) SHEPHERD'S RODS INNUMERABLE MULTITUDES.
(2) "NO MAN CAN NUMBER!" MISSION '72!
(3) "SEALED SAINTS are "SPewn OUT" Church!
(4) MERCHANTS OF BABYLON make them!
(5) Obey LAWS of STATE. LluAMA-VA-FDA.
(6) SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN makes them!
(7) GENERATION OF VIPERS sell DRUGS!
(8) HYPOCRITES unite on ANYTHING!
(9) HYPOCRITES condemn Condemning.
(10) FROM units with APOSTATES. TM 290.

TWO CHURCHES.
There are TWO Churches listed in TM 16.
"A people, a chosen people, HIS CHURCH."
Every Adventist knows this - TM 16.

THE JEWS.
But the JEWS knew the same thing - they
"KNOW" they were "God's people." But they
did not know the DIFFERENCE between "God's
people" and "God's PROFESSED people." T5:81.
THE DIFFERENCE.
If you would read TM 16 for yourself - with-
out Prejudice - you would see that Preacher
led you far, far ASTRAY. There are TWO
Churches listed in TM 16.
God's Church - "NO LAWS" are to be acknowled-
ged that come into Collision with: THE
LAWS OF GOD." TM 16. This is the Apple

THE SYNAGOGUE.
Under the TRUE CHURCH - the CHURCH OF THE
OPEN DOOR - Rev.3:8. That came forth in 1844
(Laodicea the OFFSHOOT came forth in 1852.)
The 1844 Church was Philadelphia. GC 430.
This is the SEALED 144,000. WTF 14. EW 14, 30.
This Church is OPPOSED by the "SYNAGOGUE OF
SATAN" Rev. 3:9. Also called: "THE CHILDREN
OF DISOBEDIENCE" TM16. Also called: "A CON-
FEDERACY OF EVIL" - "A LARGE CONFEDERACY"
TM 18, 16.

CONFEDERACY.
"Ministers and responsible men from the
Publishing House and other Institutions" in
1890 formed a "Confederacy" after 1888 -
thus designating them in the SAME Book by
the SAME Author - as: SATAN'S "CHURCH...the
SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN." TM 16.

And if ever that Term applied - it applies
in 1972 - when they are doing what she Con-
demned in TM 463: "...must not enter into
ALLIANCE with those who know not the Truth."
In PROJECT 1972 - this is being done in 3 Areas:
(A) ALLIANCE with STATE - AMA-VA-SDA-LLL.
(B) ALLIANCE with AWAKENING APOSTASY.
(C) ALLIANCE with EVANGELICALS and their
"NO-LAW" - "ONLY-BELIEVE" - "BY FAITH ALONE!
"NO-EFFORT" - "1ST APARTMENT" Dogmas.

THE WARNING was sounded in 1890 in the
"SALAMANCA" Vision that "the people of
God" were in a great Danger of forming an
"ALLIANCE (CONFEDERACY) with Satan...and
JOIN in BATTLE against the Ruler of the
Universe." TM 465.
It is these "LEADING MEN" who are NOT
to "CRITICIZE THE MESSAGE AND THE MESSENGERS" - nor to "REJECT the Words of RE-
PROOF sent to THEM from God through His Holy Spirit..."By their FRUITS ye shall
KNOW them," TM 465-6.
Not to "CAVIL" nor "RIDICULE" nor "TO
ACCUSE and CRITICIZE those whom God is
using is to ACCUSE and CRITICIZE the Lord
who has sent them"...and it is you un-
repenteth LEADERS that are to Destroy
your: "ROOT OF BITTERNESS...YOU should
STUDY the TESTIMONIES" so as to bring
your Ideas: "to be CONDEMNED or APPROVED
as they are or are not in Harmony with
the Word of God...lest ye be found
worshipping: "BAAL, BAAL, is the Choice." TM 467-8.

READ ON: "The STEPS now being taken by
the FEW (1890) cannot be followed by the
REMNANT people of God." TM 470.

BECAUSE: Those who go "STEP BY STEP"
with them will find the "LAST STEP"- the
keeping of SUNDAY - this "STEP" will be
taken by ALL who go "STEP BY STEP" with the
ALLIANCES - CONFEDERACIES - UNITIES
under the Guise of "WINNING SOULS" !!!!
Under the "SNARES OF SATAN" TM 474.

Because of all this an: "ELIJAH...is
to come" and he will be met like the JEWS
met the MESSAGE in their Day. TM 475.
RH A2:368. Feb. 18, 1890. Those who deny
all this, will not even "HEAR" The Message
are Classified as LOST LAODICEANS!(LEFT
OUT of TM 476 - but found in A2:368.)

So avoid the Plagues - Laodicean Ad-
ventist - by finding out FIRST OF ALL
WHO the "BRETHEN" are !!!! Matt.12:50.